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I. INTRODUCTION

1. At the request of the Government of Peru, an Agency staff member

undertook an expert assignment to the Instituto Peruano d6 Energfa

Nuclear (IPEN) during the period 10-31 January 1981 within the frame-

work of technical assistance project PER/0/009. The Government had

requested equipment for the establishment of library and information

services from the Agency, and the purpose of the expert's travel was

to evaluate this request and advise IPEN staff on the establishment

of the services.

2. IPEN was established in 1975 as a branch of the Ministry of Energy

and Mines with the aim of promoting, co-ordinating and controlling the

development of nuclear energy and its use within Peru. At present»

IPEN is under the direct supervision of the Presidency of the Republic.

3. In 1977» a nuclear development programme was established under

which the construction of a 10 MW research reactor, radioisotope re-

search, radiological protection and nuclear safety, uranium prospec-

tion, nuclear medicine, agriculture, training in nuclear science and

technology, planning for nuclear power and provision of advisory ser-

vice to the Government are envisaged. The programme includes the con-

struction of premises for IP3N on the outskirts of Lima, a project

which is well under way. Scientific and technical equipment in support

of these programmes is being acquired and installed.

4. IPSN employs around 280 persons, of which 116 are professionals,

72 staff and 92 are administrative staff. Little attention has so

far been given to the development of an information infrastructure in

support of the above programmes, and it only now seems to have been

assigned some priority in the development programme.
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: : . FINDINGS

A. Organizational set-up/staffinq

5. The Library and Information Services Department is part of the

Division of Training and Information. This division also includes

the Training Department and the RPO Reactor Department, which func-

tion mainly as training units. Responsibility for printing and pub-

lications has also been assigned to this division. The division is

headed by Mr. L. Gonzales-Mugaburu, who at present is also acting

as Head of the Library and Information Services Department. Compu-

ter services have been assigned to a section within the RPO Reactor

Department.

6. The Library and Information Services Department employs three

staff members who unfortunately have little relevant experience and

no professional guidance. The senior staff member has no professio-

nal background and only has one and a half years experience.

B. Collections of printed material,

7. There are at present very limited collections of printed ma-

terial available. Aside from an incomplete set of Agency sales

publications, book and full-size report sources date back to the

fifties and sixties. No acquisition, cataloguing and classification

system exists for dealing with monographic material.

8. Since the beginning of 1980, IPEN has been subscribing to the

INIS Clearinghouse for reports on microfiche. These have not yet

been filed, however and are therefore inaccessible. The subscrip-

tion has not yet been renewed for 1981.

9. No journals are subscribed to, although a few titles are received

free of charge. The IRIS Atomindex and Reference Series are being

received, and a complete set of Nuclear Science Abstracts is available.

No system exists for the acquisition and processing of periodicals.
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10. There is no regular budget for the acquisition of printed

information sources.

C. Physical premises

11. Sufficient floor space has been allotted for library and in-

fonr.it ion services for some time to come. The original plan for

the lay-out of the premises does, however, not take full advantage

of the possibilities present. Some furniture in terms of shelves,

tables and chairs has been installed, but furnishing is not yet

complete.

D. Present information services

12. The only information service offered on any significant

scale is SID (Selective Dissemination of Information), obtained on

INIS tape via the Brazilian INIS Centre. Approximately half of

IPEN's professional staff uses the service. It is at present of

limited value, however, due to the Library staff's limited knowledge

of INIS capabilities and lack of experience in query formulation

and the Library's inability to provide the full text of documents.

Some manual SDI is carried ouf. from the few journal titles obtained

free of charge.

13. Informal links have been established with some local libraries.

Aside from co-operation with the Brazilian INIS Centre, which itself

does not have collections of nuclear literature, no links exist with

foreign nuclear libraries.

E. Co-operation with INIS

14. Peru joined INIS in 1972. There has boen little direct contact

between INIS and IPEN to date. The designated DTIS Liaison Officer

for Peru left IPHN several years ago. An IPEN staff member ( a

radiochemist) participated in an INIS Training Seminar some years

back, but is not currently involved in information work. INIS out-

put utilization is limited to the activities mentioned in Sections B
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&.--.1 C above. There has been no input from Peru to the system.

15. Great interest was shown in strengthening links with INIS, prima-

rily as regards output utilization; in time input submission is also

contemplated.

P. The Agricultural University at La Molina

16. During the expert's stay in Peru he visited the Agricultural Uni-

versity at La Molina in order to evaluate the information resources

available there. The Agency is involved in an agricultural develop-

ment programme and recently assisted in the establishment of a radio-

isotope laboratory at La Molina. The visit took place in conjunction

tlth a mission of an Agency expert, Mr.Ron Leng, to the agriculture

project.

17. A collection of Agency sales publications on radioisotope appli-

cations in agriculture was available at the laboratory. The National

Library of Agriculture, which is also located at La Molina, had prac-

tically no literature on the subject and the INIS Atomindex was not

available.

G. Problems resulting from lack of access to information

18. The nuclaer projects being carried out by IPEH and the Universi-

ty at La Molina require access to information. The lack of access to

scientific and technical information will undoubtedly inhibit the de-

velopment of Peru's nuclear programme and may lead to inefficient use

of resources. In the worst case, it may bring projects to a temporary

or even permanent halt.

19. At present, practically all information transfer is effected

through expert assignments and fellowships training abroad. However,

once the expert has gone and the trainee returns to the home country,

little additional information, needed for the further project deve-

lopment and continuation, is available. Such information is also re-

quired for personal professional development.
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20. Some consequences of the unavailability of scientific and tech-

nical information are as follows:

(a) In ability to take advantage of existing knowledge and

scientific developments elsewhere;

(b) Inability to rationalize and systematize research and deve-

lopment efforts in the light of existing knowledge;

(c) Insufficient knowledge base for problem-solving and decision-

making; and

(d^ Lack of alternatives for and approaches to the solution of

present and future technical problems.

The urgent need for access to information is recognized by IPEff's

President and the professional staff.

III. RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Organizational set-up/st&ffing

21. Organization: The linking of library and information services

with training activities does not particularly help the development

of an information infrastructure. This set-up tends to place infor-

mation services at too low an organizational level, and there is an

imminent danger of library and information services being geared

primarily towards training activities or even becoming a sub-activity

within the training component. Strong indications of this situation

have already been obtained.

22. The information infrastructure must encompass all of IPEN's

activities, and the unit charged with the provision of information

services must be placed at a sufficiently high and independent level

to be able to interact with all users and producers of information,

the administration of IPE3T, and external sources of information for

example, other libraries and information centres.
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23» The expert therefore recommends the establishment of an entity

at the departamental level called the "Centre for Scientific and

Technical Information" or the "Centre for Nuclear Information". In

the following paragraphs this body is referred to as "the Centre".

24* Printing and publishing can be considered part of the informa-

tion infrastructure and the Centre could be assigned responsibility

for these activities. In the follovdng paragraphs the expert has

not taken this possibility into account.

25- A functional chart (which does not show the organization nor

the interlinkage of services and functions) is shown in Figure 1.

IPEN administration

Chief, Centre for
Nuclear Information

Current
awareness
services

Library User
training

INIS
parti-
cipation

Literature
services

Library
bulletin

Selective
dissemination
of information

Searching
and
retrieval

Translation

Figure 1 Organizational set-up
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26. Staffing! The size and scope of the proposed Centre suggests an

initial staff of four or five persons as follows:

(a) Information Officer (Chief)
(b) Librarian
(c) Library Assistant
(d) Clerk/Typist
(e) Clerk/Typist

27. The present library staff should be considered for positions b-d.

They are ea^er and willing to learn, but have never been exposed to a

professional information environment and currently work in a virtual

vacuum. A good deal of the success of the Centre will depend on the

designated Infoimation Officer and the technical expert and their abi-

lity to turn the staff into efficient information workers.

28. In the overall plan for the establishment of information services,

highest priority must be given to the recruitment and training of the

Information Officer who is to take charge of the operation. Relevant

requirements in this case would either be (a) formal training in engi-

neering or physics and 3-5 years experience in information and /or

documentation work or-(b) formal training in library science with sub-

ject knowledge of science and engineering and 3-5 years working expe-

rience. In either case a good knowledge of Biglish would be necessary.

29* The position must be made attractive and the salary should be

paid at the "Chief" level in order to attract and hold a suitable can-

didate: it is doubtful, however, whether a candidate with all the re-

quisite qualifications can be found easily in Peru. The expert there-

fore recommends that a candidate holding as many of the qualifications

as possible and with an outgoing attitude towards learning and provi-

ding services be identified.
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30. This person, upon recruitment, should be awarded a three-month

fellowship for training at the Agency (VIC Library and I M S ) , pre-

ferably in connection with an HIS training seminar. The library

training will be of a general nature to familiarize the trainee with

library technical processing and the provision of information servi-

ces. Some emphasis will be planed on computerization. The INIS

training should primarily be geared towards output utilization, but

should include input preparation.

B. Library collections

31. A first step in the development of an information infrastruc-

ture is the establishment of a collection of information in the form

of books, journals, reports and other printed material.

32. Scope; The subject scope of the library and information services

was identified as being very similar to that of INIS (that is, cover-

ing all peaceful aspects of nuclear science and technology, as we"l

as related fields and economic, legal and social aspects). Only

high-energy physics seems to have been completely excluded.

33. The kind of materials needed should progress from the general

and undergraduate-level, to post-graduate and technical, culminating

with sophisticated information for research and development purposes;

the latter category should include materials needed for policy-making.

34• Journals : Journals represent the most up-to-date printed source

of information and account, in terms of references, for approximately

57$ of the information available in the nuclear field. A basic or

core collection of journals for an institution the size and scope of

IPîSW would comprise approximately 150-200 titles. A preliminary

list of recommended titles appears in Appendix A. It will be one of

the tasks of the technical expert, Mr. Thompson, in co-operation with

IPEM staff to refine thir, list further.
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35• Journal subscription is an on-going activity for which a recur-

ring, annual budget is needed. While some publications may be obtain-

ed free of charge, the majority are acquired through paid subscrip-

tions. Given 1981 prices, an initial budget of US$ 35OOO is proposed.

36. Abstracting and indexing journals are very useful sources of in-

formation for IPOT as they provide references to information available

elsewhere. They must, however, be backed up by a complementary ser-

vice which provides the primary documents identified as containing

the needed information (this is described later). Some indexing and

abstracting journals, of which the INIS Atomindex is the most impor-

tant, are included in Appendix A.

37. It will be one of the duties of Mr. Thompson to assist IPSM in

making the journal subscriptions (probably through an agent) and

creating a recording system for orders and payments, receipt and com-

pletion, as well as a system for claiming missing issues.

38. Books ; It is estimated that the Centre vail need four hundred

books per year for five years, and fewer thereafter. A yearly budget

of approximately $10000 (1981 prices) is needed,

39* Selection of books must be made in consultation with MSN's pro-

fessional staff using publishers' trade catalogues and announcements

and also reviews in journals and references obtained through INIS. A

complete set of IAEA sales publications should be maintained, and a

collection of general and specialized reference books will be needed.

40. Another of Mr. Thompson's duties will be to assist IPEW in iden-

tifying the first batch of book titles and to establish an acquisi-

tion , cataloguing and classification system. The expert recommends

that the cataloguing system be based on the Anglo-American cataloguing

format and that conversion to a computer-produced catalogue at a later

stage be kept in mind.

Phase II: (continuation)
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41. A print-out listing some of the books held by the VIC Library,

as well as the result of a search for books in the INIS data base,

will be submitted to Mr. Thompson to assist him in the selection

process.

42. Reports: Reports aro a source of great importance in the nuclear

field. In terms of the number of references, reporta account for 23JÎ

of the total information available in the nuclear field. A standing

order for reports on microfiche from the INIS Clearinghouse should

be maintained. This will make a vast ammount of information availa-

ble. Some reports are not available through the INIS Clearinghouse

and must be obtained elsewhere on an ad-hoc basis. References in the

INIS Atomindox normally contain a note concerning availability. The

yearly budget for reports &hould be set at approximately S?000 at

1981 prices.

43. Copies of reports generated by IPSN should be kept at the Centre.

They should be numbered consecutively, starting with the prefix "IPHÎJ"

(for example, IPEN-315)* Reports that have been ineludcd in and in-

dexed by INIS need no further indexing or cataloging. Reperts not

included in INIS, and IPEN's own reports could te recorded using the

indexing sys+'-.m proposed in paragraph 47•

44. The reports on microfiche are filed according to report number

and thus constitute a catalogue in itself. Rill-size reports are

shelved according to report number. For each full-size report, a ca-

talogue card the size of a microfiche should be interfiled with the

microfiches in order to provide access to the full-size report collec-

tion.

45« A considerable backlog exists in the filing '-f reports received

from the INIS Clearinghouse. It is suggested that priority be given

to bringing this collection up-to-date. Most of the items in the pre-

sent full-size report and microcard collections date frem the fifties

and sixties and are thus outdated. The emphasis here should be

placed on discarding rather than organizing. The expert also recom-

mends that proper filing cabinets for the filing of microfiches are

acquired.

Phase IV: Request for fellowship training for Information Officer;
continuation and strengthening of procedures and services
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46. Other materials: A collection of "other documents" should be

maintained. This would include standards and norms, single confe-

rence papers, brochures, leaflets, pamphlets, copies of journal

articles, internal reports and memoranda.

47. The best way of filing such materials is by keyboard indexing

using the INIS Thesaurus. Mr. Thompson should introduce this sys-

tem using, for instance, "peek-a-boo" cards or the simpler ten

column/last digit cards. This system facilitates computerization

at a later date. Descriptions of this kind of co-ordinated index-

ing system arc available upon request.

48. Co-operation with other libraries and centres: The expert has

included this subject under "library collections" as the purpose

of co-operation with other libraries and centres is to be able to

obtain material which is not available in the IPSN's own collec-

tions.

49» As, obviously, not all documents can be acquired by and stored

at the Centre's Library, it will be necessary to establish good

contacts with other entities housing collections of nuclear litera-

ture . The ability to provide documents from external sources is

essential if services such as Selective Dissemination of Informa-

tion (SDI) and Searching and Retrieval (both described below) are

to be successful.

50. Participation in INIS, particularly participation in DUS Lia-

ison Officers' meetings and training seminars, offers opportunities

for establishing international contacts with other centres. Mr.

Thompson should also explore the possibility of using the servi-

ces of the British Library Lending Division for the purpose of ob-

taining photocopies of articles and borrowing books.
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C. Acquisitions budget

51. The expert recommends the following yearly budget for the acqui-

sition of library materials (1981 prices):

Journals
Books
Reports
Miscellaneous

«35000
$10000
$ 70Û0
1 3000

Total: $55000

52. The library budget must be of a recurring, annual type, particu-

larly in view of journal subscriptions, and must be adjusted to cover

price increases (approximately 13$J yearly, based on US dollars).

53. During his discussion with the President of IPEN, the expert

suggested a preliminary figure of Î5000 for 1981 and gained the impres-

sion that this sum would be allotted.

54 • The prerequisite for such expenditures on information materials

would bo implementation of the recommendations set out in Sections A

and.B above.

D. Premises and furnishing

55• The present library premises contains some unnecessary partitions

in the form of wooden walls that make it impossible to take full ad-

vantage of the space allocated. During his stay at IP3M, the expert

submitted an alternative plan to Mr. Gonzales-Mugaburu. It requires

the removal of two partitions, the construction of two new parti-

tions and the removal of one set of doors. In terms of furnishings,

shelving for books and reference collections, low-display shelving

for journals, reading stations (carrels), microfiche filing cabinets

and a card catalogue are needed. Mr. Thompson should assist IPEN in

finalizing the floor plan and in drawing up specifications for furni-

ture requirements.
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E. Information services

56« Current awareness services: Current awareness services are inten-

ded to keep professional staff members abreast of developments in

their fields. The expert proposes two services: a library bulletin

(which is aimed at the group of users as a whole) and a selective-dis-

semination-of-information system (which is aimed at individual users

and meeting their particular needs).

57- The library bulletin should contain material of a general nature

that will interest a reasonable number of persons who receive it.

Items should be selected from journals that are being subscribed to;

good selection is important. New books, new journals titles and some

reports should be included. The items should be arranged according

to subject under broad subject headings. Weekly publication of the

bulletin is probably realistic.

58. SDI is a method of notifying individual staff members of new li-

terature in their fields of interest. The interest profiles are col-

lected through interviews before the SDI service is started. SDI

may be performed manually or by a computer.

59- Manual SDI is very time-consuming as it involves scanning in-

coming literature, matching it with the user profiles and notifying

individual staff members with written notices.

60. Computerized SDI involves storing the interest profiles in the

computer and matching them against computer records containing referen-

ces to new literature. An. SDI service using INIS output tapes is high-

ly recommended. INIS tapes are available to JPEN on a monthly or semi-

monthly basis and free of charge if the tapes are returned.

61. At present, IPEN's Library offers a limited SDI service via the

Brazilian INIS Centre. The expert recommends that IPEN aim at pro-

viding this service independently, thus obtaining more expertise and

flexibility.

Phase VII: Review of project (after two years)
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62. The expert visited the Minero Peru's Computer Centre, which is

willing to provide hardware for the processing of DJIS tapes and,

in effect, also for installing the ISIS on-line version for IPSN in-

formation processing. Minero Peru operates an IBM 370/138 computer

with drives for 9-track/i6OO BPI tapes and 334O disks. CICS is avai-

lable .

63. Within the framework of a technical assistance project in Vene-

zuela, the Agency's Computer Section recently designed and installed

software based on ISIS for retrieval from INIS tapes. IPHN should

be able to benefit from the software already available and from the

experience gained during the course of the Venezuelan project.

64. Literature services: A primary library and information service

function is searching for and retrieving information using internal

and external sources. The Centre's staff must be in a position to

perform this service on behalf of the users or to assist users in

performing this task themselves. The major tools for searching are

internally developed indexes and catalogues (mentioned earlier), in-

dexing and the abstracting of journals, of which DTIS Atomindex is

the most important ; external on-line data bases are also useful in

this regard. On-line access to the INIS data base would be possible

via telex. Connection could be established as soon as IP3ÎI has re-

cruited and had its Information Officer trained. Until such time,

the VIC Library would be willing, upon request, to assist the Centre

in retrospective searching of the INIS data base.

65. Translation services are often provided as part of information

services. Most nuclear information, as well as INIS abstracts and

indexes, are in English and not in "difficult languages". A natural

solution of the language problem is to improve the ability of the

professional staff to read more languages, in particular English,

rather than engaging the Centre's staff for the time-consuming task

of translating. If translation services are to constitute part of

the Centre's responsibilities, the actual translation should be

made by external consultants and the Centre should keep a file of

translators.
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P. User training

66. One of the most serious impediments to increasing the inter-

change of scientific information is ignorance of, and inability to

usef the opportunities offered by information services. Systems of

disseminating scientific and technological information have assumed

a mass, industrial scale, INIS being a good example. 'The attitude

of scientists to the use of information, however, often reflects

earlier stages of development of science and technology. In the

case of Peru, where the information infrastructure is in a develop-

mental phase at both national institutional levels this is very much

the case.

67- In this context, there is an obvious and urgent need for educa-

tional guides designed to increase users' general competence in

searching for information or to make users aware of the fact that

information is available. Formal courses must be arranged for users

on the requirements, techniques and uses of information. For those

who are still learning, it is easy to include such courses in the

training programme; it is far more difficult however with vx>rking

professionals. On-the-job training is neceesary for the latter.

68. It. is obvious that such training can not be offered before the

Centre has established its information services and trained its

staff. During Mr. Thompson's stay at IPEH, a start could be made on

a small scale through the provision of training on the use of the

INIS Atomindex.

G. Partieipation in INIS

69. It is obviously in the interest of IPSff to establish greater

co-operation with INIS. First of all, a new INIS Liaison Officer

must be appointed. At present, the most suitable person is Mr. Gon-

zales-Mugaburu in his capacity as Acting Head for Library and Infor-

mation Services. During the expert's stay at IPEN he gained the im-

pression, that a designation was forthcoming. Mr. Gonzales-Mugaburu

should participate in the forthcoming INIS Liaison Officers' Meeting
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in Rio de Janeiro in May 1981» and a request for travel support

should te considered favourably. Once an Information Officer has

been appointed and received the necessary training in INIS indexing,

cataloguing and output utilization, it viould seem more appropriate

to have this person designated the INIS Liaison Officer.

H. The Agricultural University ut La Molina

70. Although the library services of the Agricultural University

fall outside the scope of this project, the expert recommends that

pertinent Agency sales publications and technical reports be made

available at La Molina. The PAO/IAEA Joint Division could assist in

compiling a list. An issue of the INIS Atomindex v.-as left with the

Head Librarian for perusal.

I. Expert assi"nment to IPBN

71. In view of his background and experience, Mr.Thompson is well

crualified for his three-month assignment at IP3tJ. The purpose of

his assignment is not to analyse the situation and propose solutions

but to introduce processes and services as well as to train IP3N

information staff. Some specific tasks relating to Mr. Thompson's

mission were mentioned above and are listed in Appendix B, under

the List of activities and time-table.

72. The assignment was requested by IP3N, with March 1981 as the

tentative commencement date. This date seems premature and the ex-

pert recommends that the mission be postponed. New procedures and

services should be introduced in co-operation with a counterpart

(Information Officer), who, after Mr.Thompson's departure, vail be

able to take charge and continue the project. Fielding the expert

without having appointed an Information Officer would not result in

an entirely productive mission.
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APPENDIX A

SOME SUGGESTED JOURNAL TITLES

Abstracting and indexing journals are marked with two asterisks•

Advances in atomic and molecular physics

Advances in nuclear physics

Advances in radiation biology

Advances in radiation chemistry

American journal of physics

Annals of nuclear energy

Annual review of information science and technology

Annual review of nuclear and particle science

Annual review of physical chemistry

Applied physics letters

Applied science and technology index *•

Astrophysical journal

Atom

Atomic energy in Australia

Atomic energy law journal

Atomic energy review

Bibliography of geological literature on atoaic energy raw materials*»

British journal of radiology

Bulletin of the atomic scientists

Canadian journal of physics

Ciencia e cultura

Cumulative book index**

Current contents: Agriculture, biology and environmental sciences**

Current contents : Engineering* technology :-jnA applied sciences. **

Current contents: Life sciences*»

Current contents: Physical and chemical sciences»»

Current topics in radiation research t^uarterly

DOE translation list»»

Energia nuclear (Junta de Ehergîa Nuclear, Espana)

research abstracts»»



iingineerins index»»

European journal of nuclear medicine

Excerpta medina, section 14s Radiology**

Excerpta medica, section 23' Nuclear medicine**

Geotitles weekly »*

Health physics

IAEA science features

IEEE transactions on nuclear science

Index translationum**

Inorganic chemistry**

UTIS atomindex

Inorganic and nuclear chemistry letters

International Atomic Energy Agency bulletin

International journal of applied radiation and isotopes

International journal of radiation biology and related studies in
physics, chemistiy and medicine

International journal of radiation oncology, biology and physics

Journal of applied physics

Journal of chemical physics

Journal of geophysical research

Journal of inorganic and nuclear chemistry

Journal of nuclear agriculture and biology

Journal of nuclear materials

Journal of nuclear medicine

Journal of physics b: Atomic and molecular physics

Journal of physics d: Applied physics

Journal of physics e: Scientific instruments

Journal of physics g: Nuclear physics

Journal of radioanalytical chemistry

Journal of the institution of nuclear engineers

Meetings in atomic energy

Mining annual review

Mutation research

Nature

Nevj scientist

Nuclear energy. Journal of the British nuclear energy society

Nuclear engineering and design

Nuclear engineering international
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Nuclear fuel

Nuclear India

Nuclear instruments and methods

Nuclear law bulletin

Nuclear materials management

Nuclear news (American Nuclear Society)

Nuclear physics a

Nuclear physics b

Nuclear safety

Nuclear science and engineering

Nuclear science applications, a: Short reviews, research papers and
comments

Nuclear science applications, b: In-depth reviews

Nuclear standards news

Nuclear technology

Nucleonics week

Organismo Internacional de Energia Attfmica bcletin

Physical 'review a: General physics

Physical review b: Nuclear physics

Physical review d: particles and fields

Physical review letters

Physics abstracts. Science abstracts, series a •*

Physics letters a

Physics letters b

Physics today

Progress in inorganic chemistry

Progress in nuclear energy

Progress in nuclear physics

Progress in nuclear techniques and instrumentation

Progress in partiple and nuclear physics

Radiation and environmental biophysics

Radiation effects

Radiation physics and chemistry

Radiation research

Radioactive waste management

Radioisotopes

Radiology

Radioprotection
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Review of scientific instruments

Science

Scientific American

Soviet atomic energy

Soviet journal of nuclear physics

Special libraries

Transactions of the American Nuclear Society

Translations register-index»»

UNESCO journal of information science, librarianship and archives
administration

Verhandlungen der Deutschen Physikalischen Gesellschaft

Yearbook of nuclear medicine

Zeitschrift fuer Physik a: Atoms und nuclei

- A.U -



APPENDIX B

LIST OP ACTIVITIES AND TIME-TABLE

The following is intended as a checklist and schedule for both

IPEN, the Agency and the expert, Mr. Thompson, of activities to be

undertaken for the purpose of establishing IPSH library and informa-

tion services. 'The activities are listed in chronological order and

not in order of overall priority. All activities are considered ne-

cessary to establish adequate services. A two-year implementation

period, from the point of initialization of phase II is foreseen.

Phase 0: Initial actions

Activity Action to be taken Action by

Appointment of chief
Information Officer

Designation of INIS
Liaison Officer for
Peru

Participation in INIS
Liaison Officers1

meeting in Rio

Establishment of
regular budget for
library acquisitions

Recruitment

Letter of designation
to IAEA

IPECT

IPEN

Registrat ion and request for IPEN
t r a v e l support to DUS
Section (IAEA.)

Allotment of funds IPEU

Phase I : Assignment of expert

Activity Action to be taken Action by

Determination of
starting date for
assignment

Notification of IAEA's
Division of Technical
Assistance

IPEN



Phase II: Establishment of collections, procedures and services
(three months)

Activity Action to be taken Action by

Establishment of journal
collection

(a) Identify relevant titles Expert/IPEN
(b) Contact suppliers
(c) Order subscriptions
(d) Establish order and

payment file
(e) Establish journal receipt

and control system (kardex)
(f) Arrange for shelving
(g) Train library staff

Establishment of book
collection

Arrangement of report
collection

(a)
0)

Identify relevant titles Expert/IP3N
Contact suppliers
Establish acquisitions
system v;ith order and
payment file
Order books
Establish journal receipt
and control system (kardex)
Arrange for shelving
Train library staff

(a) Reinstate, if necessary,
subscription to reports
on microfiches from HIIS

(b) Arrange filing and
shelving system

(c) Consider discarding old
reports

(d) Train library staff

Szpert/lPSU

Establishment of
collection of other
materials

(a) Design and implement
system for treatment
and indexing of other
materials

(b) Train library staff

T&pert/IP3R
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Phase II: (continuation)

Activity Action to be taken Action by

Lay-out of library
and information service
premises

(a) Finalize floorplan for
premises

(b) Draw up specifications
for modifications
of floorplan

(c) Draw up specifications
for furniture needed

(d) If equipment is needed
for which technical
assistance funds are
available, submit request
to IAEA

Expert/IPEN

Library bulletin (a) Decide on scope, size
and frerfuency of
bulletin

(b) Establish procedures for
production and
distribution

(c) Train library staff

Expert/IPEN

Loan/reproduction
services

(a) Draw up policy for loan
and reproduction
services

(b) Establish loan system
with loan files

(c) Establish reproduction
service

(d) Train library staff

Sxpert/IPEN

Interlibrary loan
service

(a) Establish procedures
for interlibrary loans

(b) Contact relevant
libraries to obtain
catalogues and ILL
agreements

(c) Train library staff

Expert/IPECT
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acquired.

Phase IV: Request for fellowship training for Information Officerj
continuation and strengthening of procedures and services
(six months)

Activity Action to be taken Action by

Request for fellowship
for training in INIS
output utilization»
INIS in ut preparation
and library and
information procedures
and services

Submit request to IAEA,
Division of Technical
Assistance

Establishment of
training,programme

Develop programme and
programme content

IASA

Continued implementa-
tion

Continue programme of
implementing procedures
and services started
under Phase II

IPSJ

Phase V: Training of Information Officer (throe raentho)

Activity Action to be taken Aetien by

ItflS training Train Information Officer
in INIS output utilization,
especially as regards the
provision of SDI from D U S
taries and on-line retrieval
from INIS data base. Include
INTS input preparation,
possibly in connection with a
training seminar

IAEA TOSI

Library training Train Information Officer
in acquisition and catalo-
guing procedures, including
computerized aspects, and in
library-based information
services

IAEA TOSI
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Phase II: (continuation)

Activity Action to be taken Action by-

Establishment of
contact with
British Library
Lending Division (BLLD)

(a) Establish contract with*
BLLD or access via
National Library or
British Council

Expert/IPEN

Searching and
retrieval

(a) Train library staff
in use of indexes,
catalogues and indexing
and abstracting journals

Expert/IPEN

Phase III: Interim review (parallel with phase IV)

Activity Action to be taken Action by

Progress report At the end of assignment
report to IAEA on progress
made and recommendations
with regard t.o programme
continuation

Expert

Progress report At the end o f Phase II
report to IA3A on progress
made and request with regard
to revisions and future
requirements

IPM

Interim review of
programme

In the light of expert 's
and IPEtPs findings
and recommendations
review and, i f necessary,
revise programme

IAEA TA/TOSI
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ture requirements.

Phase VI: Extension of information services

Activity Action to be taken Action by

Access to computer
facilities

Make agreement with
computing centre for
access to computer
facilities

IPEN

Request for software Submit request for
technical assistance from
IAEA for installation of
retrieval programmes

IPSff

Implementation of
programmes and
production procedures

Installation of retrieval
programmes

IAEA TA/TOSI
IPSN Computer
Centre

Preparation of user
SDI profiles

a) Interview users
b) Formulate profiles
c) Install profiles on

computer

IPEN

Provision of SDI
services

(a) Ensure receipt of M I S
output tapes

(b) Establish regular
production procedures

On-line information
retrieval from MIS

(a) Establish telecommunica— IPF3I
tion link with Vienna

(b) Acquire teletype terminal
(c) Reruest passwords from IAEA
(d) Announce service
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Phase VII: Review of project (after two years)

Activity Action to be taken Action by

Review of project (a) Visit to IPM
(b) Review of project
(c) Recommendations concerning

follow-up and continuation
of project

(d) Pollow-up

IAEA TA/TOSI
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translators.

APPENDIX C

LIST OP PERSONS MET

General J.E. Barrcda Delgado
President, IPEN

Mr. Luis Conzales-Mugaburu
Chief, Department for Training and Information, IPEN

Mr. Jorge Seminario
Computer Section, IPEN

Mr. Alberto Liu Liu
Head, Computer Centre, Minero Peru

Mr. Helio p.s. Bittenoourt
Resident Representative, UNDP, Peru

Mr. Jose Luis Alegria
Director, UNDP/IAEA Project PER/76/002

Mr. Mario La Rive
Senior Staff Member, Library, IPEN

Ms. Irma Lopez de Castilla
Librarian, IPEN

Ms. Ruth de Barnett
Head, Biblioteca Agricola Nacional
Apartado 456, La Molina, Lima, Peru

Mr. Ron Leng
IAEA Expert


